Land Use Committee
Annotated Agenda
March 15, 2017 - 9:00 a.m.
DuPage County Conference Room
233 S. Wacker Drive, Suite 800
Chicago, Illinois
1.0

Call to Order/Introductions

2.0

Agenda Changes and Announcements

3.0

Approval of Minutes — February 15, 2017
ACTION REQUESTED: Approval

4.0

ON TO 2050: Inclusive Growth: Framework and Strategies– Elizabeth Scott, CMAP
CMAP staff have been working with a resource group to develop an approach to
inclusive economic growth for ON TO 2050. This approach connects efforts to
decrease inequality to longer, stronger regional economic growth. Staff will present
refinements to the framework and draft strategies under consideration for the
inclusive growth strategy paper.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion

5.0

ON TO 2050: Freight and Environmental Justice – Alex Beata, CMAP
Staff will brief the committee on recent research into freight and environmental
justice. Topics include the federal regulatory framework, local and national
examples, and potential recommendations for the Regional Strategic Freight
Direction, CMAP’s near-term freight policy agenda.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion

6.0

ON TO 2050: Public Health: Introduction – Ricardo Lopez, CMAP
CMAP has partnered with Adler University Institute on Social Inclusion to develop
a strategy paper on Public Health to inform ON TO 2050. This will involve a
Resource Group that will meet regularly along with research by Adler University.
We are in the initial phase of the process, in which we are analyzing the public
health landscape and determining our role as an MPO. Staff will present an
overview of the work scope, along with a discussion on how the committee can
contribute to this effort.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion
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7.0

ON TO 2050: Alternative Futures: What if more people chose walkable
communities? (draft memo) – Liz Oo, CMAP

The next step in the development of the ON TO 2050 Alternative Futures
process is creating a memo, surveys, and an interactive app for each of the
five futures selected for further analysis. Each memo will provide more detail
on the key trends driving the future, the most important impacts of these
trends on the region, and strategies for CMAP and partners to respond. Staff
will update the committee on progress made in the walkable communities
future, where residents have increased preference for walkable, mixed-use
communities. Staff requests feedback on impacts, strategies, and potential
questions to ask stakeholders in forthcoming survey.
ACTION REQUESTED: Information and discussion
8.0

Other Business

9.0

Public Comment
This is an opportunity for comments from members of the audience. The amount of
time available to speak will be at the chair’s discretion. It should be noted that the
exact time for the public comment period will immediately follow the last item on
the agenda.

10.0

Next meeting: Wednesday, April 19, 2017

11.0

Adjournment

Committee Members
____ Heather Tabbert, Co-Chair
____ Mark VanKerkhoff, Co-Chair
____ Drew Awsumb
____ Judy Beck
____ Susan Campbell
____ Kristi DeLaurentiis
____ Lisa DiChiera
____ Paul Hoss
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____ Michael Kowski
____ Robert McKenna
____ Mark Muenzer
____ Curt Paddock
____ Arnold Randall
____ Paul Rickelman
____ Dennis Sandquist
____ Heather Smith
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____ Todd Vanadilok
____ Eric Waggoner
____ Nathaniel Werner
____ Nancy Williamson
____ Adrienne Wuellner
____ Ruth Wuorenma
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